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Pre-wedding jitters turn into serious doubts in this fresh and funny debut about tying the knot and
untethering from the past...

Everyone’s expecting her to walk down the aisle.
But something is telling her to run.

Emma Moon's mother thinks it's acceptable to miss her only daughter's wedding rehearsal dinner for a work
obligation. Her father left when she was six months old. Emma hasn't exactly been raised to be a happily-
ever-after kind of girl.

So when her anxieties get out of hand, Emma and her best friend, Liv, decide to take a road trip to San
Francisco, find her long-lost father, and put her family issues to rest.

But her quest for the truth stirs up events and emotions she didn’t expect. The urge to run away may just be a
part of Emma’s genetic makeup, because she’s growing more and more tempted to do just that…
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From reader reviews:

Linda Poteat:

The book Cold Feet can give more knowledge and also the precise product information about everything you
want. So just why must we leave a very important thing like a book Cold Feet? Wide variety you have a
different opinion about book. But one aim which book can give many information for us. It is absolutely
appropriate. Right now, try to closer along with your book. Knowledge or info that you take for that, it is
possible to give for each other; you are able to share all of these. Book Cold Feet has simple shape but the
truth is know: it has great and massive function for you. You can appearance the enormous world by wide
open and read a e-book. So it is very wonderful.

Rex Pelkey:

In this 21st hundred years, people become competitive in each and every way. By being competitive today,
people have do something to make these survives, being in the middle of the crowded place and notice by
means of surrounding. One thing that sometimes many people have underestimated it for a while is reading.
That's why, by reading a e-book your ability to survive raise then having chance to remain than other is high.
To suit your needs who want to start reading the book, we give you that Cold Feet book as basic and daily
reading publication. Why, because this book is more than just a book.

James Brown:

Playing with family in the park, coming to see the water world or hanging out with good friends is thing that
usually you could have done when you have spare time, in that case why you don't try matter that really
opposite from that. 1 activity that make you not experience tired but still relaxing, trilling like on roller
coaster you are ride on and with addition of information. Even you love Cold Feet, you are able to enjoy
both. It is good combination right, you still desire to miss it? What kind of hang-out type is it? Oh can
happen its mind hangout people. What? Still don't have it, oh come on its referred to as reading friends.

Jessica Palmer:

That publication can make you to feel relax. This book Cold Feet was vibrant and of course has pictures
around. As we know that book Cold Feet has many kinds or genre. Start from kids until teens. For example
Naruto or Private investigator Conan you can read and feel that you are the character on there. Therefore ,
not at all of book usually are make you bored, any it can make you feel happy, fun and rest. Try to choose
the best book to suit your needs and try to like reading in which.
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